Antimicrobial Certified

All moulded wiring accessories are manufactured using Urea Formaldehyde, which has similar inherent properties to antimicrobial additives that inhibit the growth of infectious diseases. All products independently tested achieved a 99.99% kill off rate across all four types of the strains of bacteria - MRSA, E-Coli, Salmonella and Klebsiella Pneumonia.

Type A & Type C Ports
Supporting both Type A and Type C USB ports. Type C USB is reversible and can be plugged in either upwards or downwards.

Type A Charging Output: 5V DC, 2.4A
Type C Charging Output: 5V DC, 3A

* When both USB Ports are in use, the 4.2A charge is shared, with the Type C charger given priority to output its full 3A. The Type A output is reduced to an output of 1.2A.

** Define® and Definity™ require a 35mm Back Box.

25mm Back Box
No additional spacer or mounting frames required. Reduced depth across all ranges.*
* Define® and Definity™ require a 25mm Back Box.

Safety Shutter Sockets
The Safety Shutters contained within our new 13A 2 Gang Socket Outlets with integrated Type A & Type C USB offer increased security and reassurance. All three pins of a UK BS Standard Plug must be inserted to release the locking mechanism to allow the safety shutters to open.

The Safety Shutters are designed to exceed BS 1363 requirements in which a standard BS 1363 Shutter only requires an engaging earth pin to open the shutter.

CLICK® SCOLMORE®
USB-C SOCKETS
**Deco®**

With black/white inserts = VP * 786 *  
With ingot inserts = VP * 586 *

All Deco® products are available with black or white inserts, excluding Antique Brass and Black Nickel finishes which are supplied with black inserts and gasket only.

When ordering any Deco® products, please specify the required finish by following the simple code structure shown. For Georgian style cast brass, please replace the "PLATE STYLE" and "PRODUCT FINISH" with "GCBR."

**Deco Plus®**

All Deco Plus® products are available with black or white inserts, excluding Antique Brass and Black Nickel finishes which are supplied with black inserts and gasket only.

When ordering any Deco Plus® products, please specify the required finish by following the simple code structure shown.

**Define®**

All Define® products are available with black or white inserts, except Black Nickel which is supplied with black inserts and gasket only.

When ordering any Define® products, please specify the required finish by following the simple code structure shown.


**Mode®**

CMA786

A stylish, contemporary and flexible range of smooth profile wiring accessories.

**Metal Clad**

CL786

Electrophoretically coated plates, durable and long lasting heavy duty finish. Supplied with a 40mm deep back box.

**Polar™**

PRW786

A premium range of bright white wiring accessories.

**Part M™**

CMA786AG

Visually contrasting wiring accessories.

**Definity™**

Evolved from our well established Define® flat plate and features all of the same attributes including modular switching, but Definity™ goes one stage further by incorporating screwless, push-fit face plates in 5 assorted finishes.

When ordering any Definity™ cover plate, please specify the required finish followed by code structure displayed.


**SCP**

Cover Plate = SCP486 **

**SIN**

586    BK    SS

Each Definity™ product comprises of an insert and a decorative plate.

When ordering any Definity™ insert, please specify the required finish followed by code structure displayed.